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Accommodation
Hotel Accommodation
The vast supply of hotel establishments available all around the country provides tourists with accommodation, either
with or without the provision of meals and other accessory services, according to the following classification:
HOTELS (H) – the supply of hotels is diversified, with a large number of such units on offer, classified from 1 to 5-star
depending on their location and the quality of their facilities;
APARTHOTELS (HA) – classified from 1 to 5-star, these are the ideal choice for tourists seeking greater independence,
but still wishing to enjoy all the services of a hotel;
POUSADAS – housed in historic buildings or located at sites of great natural beauty, these are classified under 4
categories: Historic, Historic Design, Nature and Charm.
Tourist Villages (A)
Classified from 3 to 5-star, tourist villages consist of interdependent accommodation units contained within a specially
marked out area, where tourist support services are also provided.
Tourist Apartments (AT)
Classified from 3 to 5-star, tourist apartments are the ideal choice for those who prefer to stay in an independent
accommodation unit with access to shared areas and services.
Resorts (CT)
Resorts are a good choice for those wishing to enjoy a variety of leisure services and equipment in the same area with
access to different accommodation options, either in the form of a 4 or 5-star hotel or another type of tourist
establishment.
Tourism in a Manor House (TH)
Those who prefer to receive accommodation in a family environment can choose to stay in manor houses, palace-like
houses or residences of recognised architectural, historic or artistic value, in either a rural or urban setting.
Tourism in the Country (TER)
Offering accommodation in country residences exhibiting the distinctive features of their particular rural setting, Tourim
in the Country enables tourists to enjoy more direct contact with the local populations, their customs and habits, as well
as with Nature itself. These accommodation units may be classified as:
COUNTRY HOUSES (CC) – these are houses located in villages and rural areas that still preserve the original design,
building materials and other typical features of the local architecture;
AGRICULTURAL TOURISM (AG) – this consists of accommodation on a farm, where tourists can take part in the
agricultural work if they so wish;
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RURAL HOTELS (HR) – classified from 3 to 5-star, these hotels are to be found in rural areas, respecting the original
layout and architectural characteristics of the surrounding region.
Camping
Scattered all around the country, Camping Sites enable tourists to enjoy direct contact with Nature. Camping Sites may
be considered either public (if they are open to the general public) or private (if access is reserved to members or
beneficiaries of the site’s operating body). These latter sites are identified with the letter "P", and the possibility of
staying at the camping site must always be checked beforehand. Depending on the infrastructures and services
provided, Camping Sites may be classified from 3 to 5-star, although such classification is not mandatory.
Nature Tourism
Whenever a tourist establishment is located in a nature protected area or in an area classified as being of natural value,
it is included in the category of Nature Tourism, a practice that is recognised by the Institute for the Conservation of
Nature and Biodiversity. In this case, equipment and services must be provided that enable tourists to enjoy and
interpret nature.
Youth Hostels
Youth hostels are located close to beaches, in the countryside or in the main cities, offering accommodation at attractive
prices. They are aimed above all at people who have a youthful spirit and enjoy sharing the same space in an
atmosphere of conviviality, although some Youth Hostels also have double or family rooms, which are quieter and more
private. Some hostels also serve meals.
Guests must present either a youth hostel membership card or a youth identity card.
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